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Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development – Made Simple: Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	The simplest way to learn Oracle's ADF is to follow an enterprise development process from start to finish, which is exactly what this book does. Combining theory with real-world examples, it's the ultimate guide for Oracle and J2EE developers.


	Overview

	
		Utilize best practices for real-life...
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Java in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2014

	
		The latest edition of Java in a Nutshell is designed to help experienced Java programmers get the most out of Java 7 and 8, but it’s also a learning path for new developers. Chock full of examples that demonstrate how to take complete advantage of modern Java APIs and development best practices, the first section of this...
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Advanced Java® EE Development with WildFly®Packt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to developing Java® EE applications with the Eclipse IDE, Maven, and WildFly® 8.1


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to use EJB 3.x, JSF 2.x, Ajax, JAX-RS, JAX-WS, and Spring with WildFly 8.1
	
		A...
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Java APIs, Extensions and Libraries: With JavaFX, JDBC, jmod, jlink, Networking, and the Process APIApress, 2018

	
		This book completes the Apress Java learning journey and is a comprehensive approach to learning Java APIs, extensions, and modules such as Java EE integration, mobile Java modules, JavaFX, and JDBC. In this book, you'll learn how to build user interfaces with Swing and JavaFX as well as how to write network programs with the...
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C++ Common Knowledge: Essential Intermediate ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2005
What Every Professional C++  Programmer Needs to Know—Pared to Its Essentials So It Can Be Efficiently and  Accurately Absorbed

C++ is a large, complex language, and learning it is never  entirely easy. But some concepts and techniques must be thoroughly mastered if...
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Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 (J2EE 1.4) BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"One stop shopping for J2EE."
     – Scott Ambler, Senior Consultant, Ronin International, Inc. and Author of Agile Modeling
If Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 can do it, you can do it too...      

You already know that Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 makes your enterprise services more cost-effective, more adaptable,...
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JUnit in ActionManning Publications, 2003
A guide to unit testing Java applications (including J2EE applications) using the JUnit framework and its extensions, this book provides techniques for solving real-world problems such as unit testing legacy applications, writing real tests for real objects, automating tests, testing in isolation, and unit testing J2EE and database...
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Python Scripting for Computational Science (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2004
The goal of this book is to teach computational scientists and engineers how to develop tailored, flexible, and efficient working environments built from small programs (scripts) written in the easy-to-learn, very high-level language Python. The focus is on examples and applications of relevance to computational science: gluing existing...
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Professional Team Foundation ServerWrox Press, 2006
This book is for project managers, IT administrators, and anyone whose role consists of administering Team Foundation Server on a daily basis, running a software project, setting up users, or handling security.    

    Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of...
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Android Essentials (Firstpress)Apress, 2008

	Android Essentials is a no–frills, no–nonsense, code–centric run through the guts of application development on Google’s Mobile OS. This book uses the development of a sample application to work through topics, focusing on giving developers the essential tools and examples required to make viable commercial...
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Flash Mobile: Developing Android and iOS Applications (Visualizing the Web)Focal Press, 2011

	Change: It’s what we expect from technology, from the PC to
	the web, through to HD TV. But nothing has been as disruptive
	as the change the iPhone and Android phones have brought.
	For the first time the power of a computer will fit in your hand,
	you are always connected to the Internet, and these devices are
	loaded with...
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PrimeFaces CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here are over 100 recipes for PrimeFaces, the ultimate JSF framework. It’s a great practical introduction to leading-edge Java web development, taking you from the basics right through to writing custom components.


	Overview

	
		The first PrimeFaces book that concentrates on practical approaches rather...
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